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Climate change conservation planning relies heavily on correlative species distribution models that estimate future areas of
occupancy based on environmental conditions encountered in present-day ranges. The approach benefits from rapid assessment of vulnerability over a large number of organisms, but can have poor predictive power when transposed to novel
environments and reveals little in the way of causal mechanisms that define changes in species distribution or abundance.
Having conservation planning rely largely on this single approach also increases the risk of policy failure. Mechanistic models that are parameterized with physiological information are expected to be more robust when extrapolating distributions
to future environmental conditions and can identify physiological processes that set range boundaries. Implementation of
mechanistic species distribution models requires knowledge of how environmental change influences physiological performance, and because this information is currently restricted to a comparatively small number of well-studied organisms, use
of mechanistic modelling in the context of climate change conservation is limited. In this review, we propose that the need
to develop mechanistic models that incorporate physiological data presents an opportunity for physiologists to contribute
more directly to climate change conservation and advance the field of conservation physiology. We begin by describing the
prevalence of species distribution modelling in climate change conservation, highlighting the benefits and drawbacks of
both mechanistic and correlative approaches. Next, we emphasize the need to expand mechanistic models and discuss
potential metrics of physiological performance suitable for integration into mechanistic models. We conclude by summarizing other factors, such as the need to consider demography, limiting broader application of mechanistic models in climate
change conservation. Ideally, modellers, physiologists and conservation practitioners would work collaboratively to build
models, interpret results and consider conservation management options, and articulating this need here may help to stimulate collaboration.
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Mechanistic species distribution modelling
as a link between physiology and conservation


Review
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Predicting impacts of climate change
on biodiversity

distribution models have already prompted calls for major
conservation interventions, including redesign of protected
area systems, development of new areas for restoration and
management, and human-assisted migration (Dawson et al.,
2011).
Simple species distribution models have been applied
widely to identify and conserve species affected by climate
change; however, awareness of limitations associated with
these approaches has prompted appeals to improve methodology (Fordham et al., 2013; Akçakaya et al., 2014; Helmuth
et al., 2014; Pacifici et al., 2015). Some have even questioned
the utility of models altogether given the uncertainties they
entail (Perretti et al., 2013; Schindler and Hilborn, 2015).
Incorporating the important role of physiology in defining
species distributions is regarded as a means to increase the
accuracy of species distribution models and conservation
interventions based on these data (Huey et al., 2012; Németh
et al., 2013; Helmuth et al., 2014; Sunday et al., 2014;
Valladares et al., 2014).
In this review, we propose that physiology is poised to
inform conservation decision-making more directly through
inclusion of physiological performance metrics in models that
forecast the biological consequences of climate change. We
begin by iterating the need for modelling in predicting biological responses to climate change and the influence models
have on conservation policy. Many physiologists may not
appreciate the dependence of climate change conservation
planning on predictions derived largely from species

Figure 1: Importance of species distribution models in climate change research and conservation planning. (A) Increasing use of species
distribution models within climate change and conservation research. Data are plotted as the number of publications retrieved from the Web of
Science database using search terms ‘species distribution model’ AND ‘climate change’ AND ‘conservation’ relative to the number of publications
returned using search terms ‘climate change’ AND ‘conservation’. Data apply to a search performed on 29 July 2015. (B) Primary research objective
of species distribution models for marine species as determined by Robinson et al. (2011). Data are derived from a search in ISI Web of Science
using search topic = ‘species distribution’ OR ‘ecological niche’ OR ‘habitat preference’ OR ‘environmental preference’ OR ‘bioclimate envelope’ OR
‘bioclimate’ OR ‘environmental niche’ OR ‘habitat suitability’ AND ‘model*’ It should be noted that not all research objectives were mutually
exclusive. For example, a future species distribution model projection under various climate change scenarios may feed into a conservation
planning application, but in these cases the paper was assigned to an application based on the primary objective of the study. Adapted from
Robinson et al. (2011).
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Anthropogenic climate change is recognized as a major threat
to global biodiversity, and the ability to predict species’
responses to rapid shifts in abiotic conditions has emerged as
a conservation priority (Bellard et al., 2012; Cahill et al.,
2013). The choice of methods for estimating climate change
vulnerability is the result of two overriding factors: (i) the
global scale at which climate change is occurring, meaning
that very large numbers of species must be evaluated; and (ii)
the need to develop conservation interventions quickly given
accelerating rates of environmental change. Modelling the distribution of species in future climates is by far the most common means of determining how climate change will influence
life on Earth (Kearney et al., 2010), in large part because models can be applied rapidly to diverse taxa over large spatial
scales (Pacifici et al., 2015). Use of species distribution modelling within the context of climate change and conservation
research also appears to have increased in recent years
(Fig. 1A). Importantly, modelled changes in species distribution have become a foundation of climate change conservation planning (Fig. 1B; Dawson et al., 2011; Robinson et al.,
2011; Cuddington et al., 2013; Gillson et al., 2013) and are
paramount to the design of reserve networks (Araújo et al.,
2004; Wilson et al., 2005), planning assisted colonization
(Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2008) and limiting the damage
caused by invasive pests (Kearney et al., 2008). In fact, climate
change-associated declines in biodiversity predicted by species
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Table 1: Factors constraining the field of conservation physiology
addressed in this review
Constraint for conservation physiology

Priority

• Conservation physiology will not always provide
information that is needed by managers and
policy-makers

High

• Determining which of the many possible physiological parameters to measure

Moderate

• There has been a general failure to discuss
opportunities associated with conservation
physiology

Moderate

Adapted from Cooke and O’Connor (2010).

biggest challenge facing the subdiscipline of conservation
physiology (Cooke and O’Connor, 2010; Cooke, 2014).
Encouraging physiologists to gather data that are most relevant to current conservation practice, in this instance data
that can inform species distribution models, will assist in alleviating this limitation.

Forecasting species distributions
in future climates
Correlative species distribution modelling is the most commonly applied approach for predicting effects of climate
change on biodiversity (Hannah et al., 2007; Pachauri and
Reisinger, 2007; Leadley, 2010; Dawson et al., 2011; Fordham
et al., 2013; Thuiller et al., 2013; Pacifici et al., 2015; Urban
2015) and has become a cornerstone of climate change conservation policy (Gillson et al., 2013). Correlative modelling
is commonly used to project future changes in the geographical ranges of species, estimate extinction rates, examine the
efficacy of existing reserve systems and prioritize biodiversity
conservation efforts (Porfirio et al., 2014). These models
establish statistical relationships between present-day geographical distributions and climate variables, which are then
applied to climate change projections to infer climatically suitable habitats for species in the future (Pacifici et al., 2015).
Outputs of correlative models are often maps of future climatically suitable regions for a given species, the total area of
which can then be compared with current areas of occupancy
to estimate vulnerability. Within this framework, species
whose area of climatically suitable habitat is expected to
decline most in the future are considered to be at the greatest
risk for extinction (Thomas et al., 2004; Warren et al., 2013).
For example, correlative models of climatic range change
applied across 48 786 animal and plant species suggest that
57 ± 6% of plants and 34 ± 7% of animals are likely to lose
50% of their present climatic range by 2080 in the absence of
greenhouse gas mitigation. Such severe declines in global biodiversity and ecosystem services argue for prompt and stringent greenhouse gas mitigation to reduce these losses (Warren
et al., 2013).
Minimal data requirements, namely current biogeographical range (presence only, presence/absence or abundance
records) and coarse climate data (commonly, temperature and
precipitation), allow correlative models to be applied widely
across taxa (Kearney and Porter, 2009). Such tractability is
critical considering that climate change will affect species
globally and that conservation decisions often need to be
made quickly and without the desired amount of scientific
evidence (Cooke and O’Connor, 2010). However, continued
use of correlative species distribution models has increased
awareness of shortcomings associated with this approach.
Correlative models are often criticized for their inability to
consider the full range of processes shaping species ranges and
their uncertainty in predicting events occurring in the distant
future (e.g. Pearson et al., 2006; Tewksbury et al. 2008; Wiens
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 istribution models. Next, we discuss the need to parameterd
ize models with physiological data in order to increase their
accuracy and the effectiveness of resulting conservation interventions. Descriptions of modelling methodology within this
context are intended to highlight gaps in understanding that
could be filled by physiological data, rather than to provide a
comprehensive evaluation of the many possible variations to
modelling species distributions, which has been thoroughly
debated elsewhere (see Kearney and Porter, 2009; Morin and
Thuiller, 2009; Kearney et al., 2010; Araújo and Peterson,
2012; Dormann et al., 2012; Pacifici et al., 2015). The concept
of integrating physiology into species distribution models that
predict climate change outcomes is not new; however, progress in this regard appears to be being made by relatively few
scientists with expertise in both modelling and environmental
physiology (e.g. Buckley et al., 2010; Kearney et al., 2012;
Woodin et al., 2013). Given the global scale at which species
are affected by climate change, a larger effort is required, and
we believe that many opportunities exist for fruitful collaboration between physiologists, modellers and conservationists.
As stated by Porfirio et al. (2014) in their evaluation of ways
to improve the use of species distribution models in climate
change conservation planning and management: ‘Ideally,
modellers, species experts and conservation practitioners
should work as a team to build the model, interpret results
and consider conservation management responses. However,
such interdisciplinary exercises are uncommon’ (Porfirio
et al., 2014). In emphasizing a role for physiology in species
distribution modelling, we examine the underlying question
of what physiological metric(s), if any, are strongly correlated
with range limits and are therefore most appropriate to integrate into predictive models. We also emphasize the importance of considering the influence of physiology on
demography and explore the potential of integrated models
that incorporate demographic, physiological and climatic
parameters. Lastly, we identify factors currently hindering the
use of physiology in predicting future species distributions.
From a broader perspective, formalizing the need to incorporate physiological data into models used extensively in conservation will help to advance the burgeoning field of
conservation physiology (Table 1). Ensuring that physiological data become and remain useful as a policy tool is the single
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There is a growing consensus on the benefits of using models that include mechanistic variables, so that extrapolated
changes in climate can be linked to processes that shape species ranges (Kearney and Porter 2009; Buckley et al., 2010,
2011; Pacifici et al., 2015). The most basic and fundamental
constraints on the distribution and abundance of organisms
are physiological limitations that set the fundamental niche
(Kearney and Porter, 2009). Mechanistic species distribution
models (also referred to as process-based models) differ from
correlative models in that they consider how the environment
constrains physiological performance at a given location.

Future distribution is then predicted through a process of
elimination, whereby regions that hinder physiological performance to the degree that the capacity for survival, growth or
reproduction is compromised are excluded from the final distribution (Kearney and Porter, 2009). For example, cane toad
(Rhinella marina) locomotion is confined to temperatures
between 13.7 and 37.4°C (Kearney et al., 2008). Consequently,
cane toads should be excluded from regions where climate
change would cause temperatures routinely to exceed these
bounds. As illustrated by this example, mechanistic models
contain explicitly defined parameters that have a clear ecological interpretation defined a priori (Dormann et al., 2012)
and can therefore provide an improved understanding of the
factors underlying responses to environmental change compared with correlative models (Table 2; Kearney and Porter,
2009). An additional advantage is that because mechanistic
approaches model species distributions independent of current ranges (and the environmental factors assumed to define
current distribution), their predictions do not suffer from the
problem of extrapolating to novel climates as correlative
models do (Elith et al., 2010; Kearney et al., 2010; Buckley
and Kingsolver, 2012a). Mechanistic models have also been
argued to be the preferred approach for the majority of management questions given the ability to extrapolate beyond
known conditions and isolate traits that determine biogeography (Cuddington et al., 2013). Although it is unlikely that any
one modelling approach will offer advantages across all applications (Buckley et al., 2011; Dormann et al., 2012), researchers have routinely called for more widespread use of models
that include mechanistic information because of these advantages (Kearney and Porter, 2009; Cuddington et al., 2013;
Thuiller et al., 2013). Several authors have also pointed out
that the use of different types of models, such as both correlative and mechanistic, provides independent lines of evidence
that may confer accuracy to projections where they converge
(Hijmans and Graham, 2006; Kearney and Porter, 2009;
Morin and Thuiller, 2009).
Apparent benefits of mechanistic modelling are tempered
by much greater data requirements compared with correlative
models. Estimates of physiological performance that form the

Table 2: Comparison of correlative and mechanistic models for predicting climate change outcomes
Correlative models

Mechanistic models

Advantages for predicting
climate change outcomes

• Exploits more commonly available data
• Applicable to a wider range of organisms
• Provides a simple output indirectly representing
many different processes

• Can be applied when occurrence data are limited
or in non-equilibrium/novel circumstances
• Provides mechanistic understanding of underlying
processes

Disadvantages for predicting
climate change outcomes

• Unable to incorporate key variables that influence
distribution
• Violates model assumptions in novel environments

• Data only available for well-studied organisms
• Uncertainty regarding what traits to include in
model

Data requirements

• Occurrence data (presence only, presence/absence
or abundance records)

• Functional traits (e.g. physiological, demographic
responses to environmental change measured in
laboratory experiments)

Adapted from Kearney and Porter (2009).
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et al., 2009; Thuiller et al., 2013). A key assumption of correlative models is that processes setting range limits will
remain fixed in time and space, and many have argued that
this assumption will be violated when making predictions
about climate change (e.g. Williams and Jackson, 2007;
Buckley et al. 2010). Future environments will be likely to
involve novel combinations of abiotic (e.g. temperature and
precipitation) and biotic (e.g. uneven migration rates among
interacting species) variables that fall outside of the range of
parameters used to construct the model (Elith et al., 2010;
Kearney et al., 2010; Buckley and Kingsolver, 2012a). Past
range shifts demonstrate that species with similar climate
requirements do not migrate at identical rates or exhibit completely overlapping ranges in their new distribution; trends
that are inconsistent with correlative models assuming that
species with similar climate requirements will respond in a
similar manner to climate change (Buckley, 2010). Correlative
models also fail to provide a causal explanation for predicted
outcomes. Ecological processes and interactions that lead to
successful persistence at a given location are implied in correlative models; however, it remains unclear whether future
ranges represent a direct causal relationship with climate, an
indirect effect mediated by a biotic interaction, or a direct
response to another collinear variable absent from the model
(Kearney and Porter, 2009; Dormann et al., 2012). With
regard to applying correlative models to conservation, there is
concern that having conservation depend largely upon data
derived from this single approach increases the risk of policy
or management failures (Dawson et al., 2011).

Conservation Physiology • Volume 3 2015

Consequences of model choice
Evaluating the accuracy of either correlative or mechanistic
models to predict climate change outcomes is problematic
because events being predicted are yet to occur (Araújo et al.,
2004). Models are often validated through their ability to recapitulate present-day distributions, but this method offers little
assurance that the model will perform similarly well in predicting future distribution given that future climates will probably
lack current analogues (Williams and Jackson, 2007). A historic data set for UK butterflies provided a rare opportunity
to compare the ability of correlative and mechanistic models to
predict range shifts that had occurred as a result of contemporary warming between 1970 and 2004. The comparison provides evidence that mechanistic models may estimate future
ranges more accurately. A mechanistic model parameterized
with minimal temperature required to complete larval development, an indicator of thermal constraint on development
derived from laboratory experiments, more accurately estimated butterfly range shifts compared with correlative models
trained with distribution data (Buckley et al., 2011). More generally, leveraging records of past species distribution represents

a powerful approach to compare predictions of correlative and
mechanistic models empirically. Additional research adopting
this methodology will lead to more informed conclusions
regarding the accuracy of correlative vs. mechanistic
approaches in predicting future distributions.
Efforts to model the distribution of a single species both
mechanistically and correlatively demonstrate that the two
approaches can generate substantially different predictions.
Climate change-driven range shifts predicted by correlative
and mechanistic models were compared for both the skipper
butterfly Atalopedes campestris and the fence lizard
Sceloporus undulatus (Buckley et al., 2010). Three mechanistic models were included in the comparison: the first using a
minimal energy budget; the second incorporating the effects
of temperature on survivorship and fecundity; and the third
considering the energetic yield of foraging effort. Comparison
of these three models with a single correlative model revealed
that all four approaches performed similarly in predicting current distributions. However, mechanistic models predicted
larger range shifts for both the skipper butterfly and the fence
lizard in response to future climate change. Predictions regarding the future distribution of invasive cane toads in Australia
also deviate widely depending on whether correlative or
mechanistic models are used (Elith et al., 2010). Mechanistic
models of future cane toad distribution, parameterized with
thermal constraints on locomotion in the adult stage or limitations on the availability of water for the larval stage, indicate
that cane toads will be unable to survive in Southern Australia.
Previous experiments using strictly correlative models had
predicted this region to be suitable climatically for cane toads
in the future (Fig. 2; Kearney et al., 2008; Phillips et al., 2008).
Discrepancies between predictions generated by correlative and mechanistic models illustrate how model selection
could lead to the development of substantially different conservation strategies. A major role for species distributions in
conservation planning is to inform the design of reserve networks that help to protect biodiversity. Given that there are

Figure 2: Comparison of future ranges for cane toads (Rhinella marina) in Australia predicted by correlative (A) and mechanistic (B) models.
Maps illustrate results from three studies using correlative models (Van Beurden, 1981; Sutherst et al., 1996; Urban et al., 2007) and two studies
using mechanistic models (Kearney et al., 2008; Floyd, 1983). Black line denotes 2007 range edge. Adapted from Phillips et al. (2008).
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parameters of mechanistic models must be derived from costly
experimental or observational studies of organisms in the field
or in the laboratory (Table 2; Buckley et al., 2010; Kearney
et al., 2012). Consequently, mechanistic applications are generally restricted to species for which physiology has been studied for a long time (Morin and Thuiller, 2009). Collecting
additional physiological data is a requirement to expand use
of mechanistic models, and from this need emerges an opportunity for physiologists to collaborate with modellers and
conservationists to inform conservation policy more directly
and advance the field of conservation physiology. If conservation is to capitalize on the potential benefits of including
mechanisms in species distribution models, relevant physiological data will have to be collected across a far greater number of organisms (Gouveia et al., 2014; Violle et al., 2014).

Review article


Review
article

Physiological correlates of species
distributions: more than a matter
of heat tolerance
Rapid and widespread use of mechanistic models in conservation is dependent on answering a series of complicated questions (Huey et al., 2012). What physiological metric(s) should
be measured? Is it necessary to parameterize models with
many physiological variables that collectively determine biogeography or are less data-intensive proxies available that can
accomplish this task? Can the same proxy traits predict
responses to environmental change across phylogenetically
diverse species?
The fact that physiological constraints determine the
relationship between abiotic variables and the distributional
limits of species is well established, but finding consistent
patterns in the traits that influence biogeography across
taxa has proved difficult (Bozinovic et al., 2011). Research
suggests that no single trait is likely to encapsulate fully the
factors that set distribution limits across all species, which
will make expanded use of mechanistic models more difficult. This trend is clearly illustrated in efforts to predict climate change outcomes using metrics of heat tolerance. The
ability to cope with elevated temperatures is certain to play
a role in determining species responses to climate change,
and heat tolerance is frequently cited as a defining factor in
setting range limits (Roy et al., 2009; Olalla-Tárraga et al.,
2011). However, species-specific upper critical temperatures
often fail to predict biogeography (Sunday et al., 2012). A
meta-analysis of local extinctions associated with climate
change determined that physiological tolerance of high temperature was either unrelated or weakly/indirectly related to

6

Figure 3: Upper and lower thermal tolerance limits by absolute
latitude of collection for terrestrial species. Points indicate upper
(triangles) and lower (circles) tolerance limits. Best-fit regression lines
from linear mixed-effects model are shown. Adapted from Sunday
et al. (2011).

local extinctions or even population declines (Cahill et al.,
2013). Among terrestrial ectotherms, upper thermal tolerances are generally less spatially variable than other physiological responses, such as lower thermal limits (Fig. 3;
Sunday et al., 2011; Hoffmann et al., 2013; Gouveia et al.,
2014). For example, in Australian Drosophila species, heat
tolerance is not correlated with latitude, suggesting that this
physiological trait is not the predominant factor in setting
range limits for these species. On the contrary, desiccation
and cold t olerance are correlated with latitude in both widespread temperate and tropically restricted species, implying
that cold tolerance, rather than heat tolerance, may predict
range shifts in Drosophilids more accurately as climate
changes (Overgaard et al., 2011, 2014). Critical thermal
maxima also fail to characterize current species’ boundaries
in anurans (Gouveia et al., 2014). Links between thermal
tolerance and range are further complicated by apparent
differences in the factors that set ranges in marine vs. terrestrial environments. The ranges of marine species seem to
conform more closely to their limits of thermal tolerance,
whereas warmer range boundaries are not at equilibrium
with heat tolerance on land (Sunday et al., 2012).
Differences in experimental methodology also reduce the
effectiveness of using heat tolerance to predict biogeography (Ribeiro et al., 2012). For example, heating rates have
repeatedly been shown significantly to affect estimates of
upper critical temperatures (Rezende et al., 2011), and
although limits may differ among species when assessed at
a given heating rate, heat tolerance may be similar when
ecologically relevant heating rates are considered for each
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limits on the amount of land that can be set aside for nature
conservation, reserve design aims to protect species effectively using the minimal possible space (Wilson et al., 2005).
A conservationist tasked with defining geographical areas
necessary to protect the lizard or butterfly species described
above faces the dilemma of having to weigh discordant evidence regarding their likely future ranges. Likewise, efforts
to extirpate invasive cane toads are complicated by considerable uncertainty about regions susceptible to future invasions.
Rectifying this problem requires that future distributions be
modelled as accurately as possible. Improved species distribution models will also assist in developing new reserve
design criteria that better account for climate change-related
shifts in species distributions (Wilson et al., 2005). There is
evidence to suggest that current reserve design criteria do not
adequately account for species responses to climate change,
and that organisms may shift out of reserve boundaries as
ranges track new climates. An analysis of 1200 plant species
within a theoretical European reserve network suggests that
5% of species analysed will lose their entire climatic range
within the reserve system over the next 50 years (Araújo
et al., 2004).
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Given the inconsistent correlation between heat tolerance
and distribution for many species, mechanistic models that
focus exclusively on upper physiological tolerances may fail to
characterize responses to future environmental change and
provide inaccurate or incomplete information to policy-makers. Diamond et al. (2012) used species-specific thermal tolerances to predict the community responses of ant species to
experimental forest-floor warming at the northern and southern boundaries of temperate forests in North America. The
authors then compared the predictive ability of thermal tolerance with correlative species distribution models. Thermal
tolerances reliably predicted the responses of ant species at
southern-most sites where temperatures already approach
upper thermal limits, but failed to predict responses at the
northern site, where temperatures remain relatively far from
ants’ upper thermal limit. These data imply that physiological
metrics may be most successful in predicting future distributions when current conditions are already close to physiological limits. Importantly, correlative species distribution models
were not predictive of ants’ responses at either northern or
southern sites, again emphasizing the need to improve modelling methodology (Diamond et al., 2012). Likewise, integrating critical thermal maxima into a model predicting the
distribution of the marine mussel Mytilus edulis was accurate
in predicting current distribution across only a small portion
of its total range. Critical thermal maxima were sufficient to
predict biogeographical distribution of M. edulis on the east
coast of North America, but unable to predict the European
distribution of the species accurately (Jones, 2010; Woodin
et al., 2013).

Physiological processes most
sensitive to environmental change
Upper critical temperatures may not be correlated strongly
with biogeography because high temperatures sufficiently
limit key physiological processes to exclude species from
regions before heat causes mortality (Woodin et al., 2013).
Thermal sensitivity often occurs in a hierarchical manner,
such that processes most sensitive to environmental change
can act as a dominant factor, limiting the overall fitness of an
organism. For example, survival is often possible over a wider
range of temperatures than locomotion or reproduction
(Buckley and Kingsolver, 2012a). Thus, long-term persistence
of an organism in a given location is more likely to be defined
by thermal constraints on physiological performance than
thresholds for heat-induced mortality. Heat transfer and
dynamic energy budget models indicate that the distribution

of the Mediterranean mussel Mytilus galloprovincialis is not
likely to be set by exposure to lethal temperatures, but rather
by chronic exposures to sublethal conditions that prevent
growth and reproduction. Mussel growth and reproduction
are significantly reduced in intertidal habitats that are more
frequently exposed to bouts of heat stress caused by aerial
exposure at low tide, compared with more environmentally
stable subtidal habitats (Sará et al., 2011). In a low-elevation
population of Colias butterflies, repeated, sublethal heat treatments applied during the second instar accelerate development but decrease subsequent pupal mass, suggesting that
repeated exposure to high temperatures early in development
may reduce final size and fecundity in this population (Higgins
et al., 2015).
Identifying physiological processes most sensitive to environmental change is a key objective in applying mechanistic
species distribution models over a wider range of organisms
(Table 3). The concept of a performance curve, which
describes the effects of abiotic change on biological rate processes, provides a means of assessing how physiology is
affected by the environment. The approach is flexible in that
it can be applied widely across taxa and that different abiotic
factors or combinations of factors can be used to develop
curves. Performance curves tend to take the same general
shape regardless of the process measured; performance
typically increases, reaches a maximum and then rapidly
decreases. Adaptive evolution or phenotypic plasticity can
modify performance curves such that different species, populations and life stages differ in how abiotic change influences
performance (Schulte et al., 2011). Processes frequently measured using performance curves include rates of locomotion,
development or growth, and components of fitness, including survival, fecundity and generation time (Buckley and
Kingsolver, 2012a).
Performance curves for physiological traits can provide
insight into future species distributions and extinction risk, in
that species are assumed to be excluded from geographical
regions where abiotic conditions severely compromise processes required for growth, development or reproduction.
Sinervo et al. (2010) used a thermal performance curve for
locomotion to develop a mechanistic model predicting climate
change extinction risk for populations of Mexican Sceloporus
lizards. The model predicted that future heat stress will limit
the duration of activity during the breeding months for many
lizard populations, causing local extinctions by reducing their
foraging time and preventing accumulation of adequate
energy for reproduction (Sinervo et al., 2010; Ceia-Hasse
et al., 2014). These results not only provide conservationists
with specific geographical regions that will require protection,
but also define a temporal window (i.e. the breeding months)
when defending lizards against heat stress will be particularly
critical. Flight activity of Colias butterflies, which is essential
for courtship, mating, nectaring and oviposition, is restricted
to body temperatures between 30 and 40°C, with peak performance occurring between 35 and 38°C (Kingsolver et al.,
2011). A mechanistic model incorporating thermal constraints
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species (Ribeiro et al., 2012). The duration of the experiment is also a key variable influencing thermal tolerance.
Longer e xperiments can reduce the health of animals in
experimental conditions and, in turn, reduce the capacity to
withstand heat stress (Ribeiro et al., 2012). Slow heating
rates resulting in much longer experimental durations can
be associated with greater individual variation in measured
heat tolerance (Chown et al., 2009).

Review article
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Table 3: Physiological traits and considerations for integration into mechanistic species distribution models
Considerations

Examples

Upper thermal limit

• Upper critical temperatures often fail to predict
biogeography (Sunday et al., 2012)
• Methodological differences in determining the
upper critical temperature (Ribeiro et al., 2012)

• Thermal maxima in anurans (Gouveia et al., 2014)
• Upper thermal limits in ants (Diamond et al., 2012)
• Thermal maxima in Mytilus mussels (Jones, 2010; Woodin
et al., 2013).

Lower thermal limit

• Many species can endure some time below the
functional cold limit without incurring long-term
injury (Overgaard et al., 2014)

• Cold tolerance in Drosophilids (Overgaard et al., 2014)

Activity window

• Difficult to account fully for behavioural thermoregulation and microhabitat use (Sunday et al.,
2014)
• Difficult to consider fine-scale topography (Sears
et al., 2011)

• Locomotion in cane toads (Kearney et al., 2008)
• Duration of activity in Sceloporus lizards during reproductive months (Sinervo et al., 2010; Ceia-Hasse et al., 2014)
• Flight activity in Colias butterflies (Buckley and Kingsolver,
2012a)

Developmental rate

• Egg, larval and adult life stages can differ
significantly in environmental tolerances
(Kingsolver et al., 2011)

• Butterflies in the UK (Buckley et al., 2011)

Hypoxia tolerance

• Oxygen co-varies with temperature in marine
environments

• Marine ectotherms (Deutsch et al., 2015)
• Marine fishes (Cheung et al., 2013)

Population growth rate

• Demographic models often fail to consider
anthropogenic influences, such as commercial
harvests (Fordham et al., 2013) and changes in land
use (Buckley and Kingsolver, 2012a,b)

• Abalone (Fordham et al., 2013).
• Insects (Deutsch et al., 2008)

Energetics

• Extensive physiological and morphometric data are • Australian gliding possum (Kearney et al., 2010)
often required to parameterize the model (Kearney
et al., 2010)

on flight predicts that future temperature regimens will limit
available flight time for Colias populations occupying areas of
low elevation, contributing to population declines and
increased extinction risk (Buckley and Kingsolver, 2012b). In
this case, the mechanistic model supports conservation interventions that protect lowland butterfly populations. Deutsch
et al. (2008) used performance curves to model the effects of
temperature increase on population growth in insects.
Warming in the tropics, although relatively small in magnitude, is likely to have the most deleterious consequences
because tropical insects are relatively sensitive to temperature
change and are currently living very close to their optimal
temperature. Much empirical evidence indicates that tropical
ectotherms are particularly susceptible to future warming
(Huey et al., 2009; Dillon et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2011;
Sunday et al., 2011, 2014; Diamond et al., 2012), and protecting the tropics, where biodiversity also happens to be highest,
will be an important component of future conservation
efforts.
Using performance curves to develop mechanistic species
distribution models offers promise for improving upon correlative models and highlights a pathway for physiologists to
contribute to climate change conservation. However, the process of determining which physiological parameter is most
sensitive to environmental change is laborious in that several
traits may have to be measured before one strongly linked to
biogeography is identified. Bioenergetic models that relate climate to metabolism through the concept of ‘scope for growth’,
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the energy available for growth and reproduction after basic
metabolic needs have been met (Widdows and Johnson,
1988), may offer broader applicability. Metabolism is directly
linked to climate in both endotherms and ectotherms. In ectotherms, individuals living at higher temperatures use disproportionately more energy per unit body mass than those living
in cooler environments (Gillooly et al., 2001), and consequently, more energy is expended in maintenance, imposing
bioenergetic constraints on individuals. In endotherms, environmental temperature dictates energy requirements for heating or cooling to maintain constant body temperature, with
energy directed toward thermoregulation again reducing the
surplus available for growth and reproduction (Kearney and
Porter, 2009; Kearney et al., 2010). The direct effect of the
environment on metabolism can be used to infer biogeography because an organism will be unable to survive for an
extended period in locations where it would be in negative
energy balance, that is, possessing insufficient energetic
resources to grow and reproduce after accounting for energy
consumed through basal metabolism (Kearney and Porter,
2009).
Molnár et al. (2010) attest that energy budget models
aimed at predicting reproduction and survival as a function of
the environment are needed to improve conservation of polar
bears under climate change. Polar bears are vulnerable to climate warming primarily because these animals depend on sea
ice as a platform to access prey. Progressively earlier spring ice
break-up as a consequence of climate change shortens on-ice
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Rising environmental temperatures are expected to
increase the metabolic rates of ectotherms, with tangible consequences for species distributions and conservation (Dillon
et al., 2010). In marine environments, temperature not only
increases metabolic rates of ectotherms, but simultaneously
decreases the solubility of oxygen in seawater, potentially
restricting their aerobic capacities. Long-term persistence of
marine organisms is therefore restricted to regions where oxygen supply exceeds resting metabolic oxygen demand, a relationship that can be exploited in mechanistic models to
predict future distributions. Using laboratory-measured
hypoxia tolerances for several marine species, Deutsch et al.
(2015) provide evidence that marine environments are viable
only if they support metabolic rates at least two to five times
resting rates. The authors then use this criterion to develop a
mechanistic model of future marine species distributions and
extinction risks. Continued warming and deoxygenation is
expected to drive substantial habitat losses through equatorward range contractions, compression of vertical distributions
within the water column and shortening of seasonally inhabited areas. In mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere oceans,
where fisheries are often highly productive, climate change is
expected to reduce habitat suitability by ∼50%, emphasizing
the need to protect these ecosystems.
Metabolic consequences of ocean change are also expected
to reduce the size of marine fishes. Cheung et al. (2013) developed a mechanistic model based on the physiological principle
that the maximal body weight of marine fishes at a given location is a function of environmental temperature and oxygen
supply. Model outputs suggest that ocean warming and deoxygenation will reduce fish body size by 24, 20 and 14% in the
Indian, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, respectively, from year
2001 to 2050 under a high-emission scenario. Results of these
models imply major economic and ecological impacts via
reduced biomass available for human exploitation, as well as
changes in marine food webs that will be compounded by the
selective effects of fisheries for larger animals (e.g. Allendorf
and Hard, 2009). These data provide a strong incentive for
conservation strategies that make commercial fisheries more

robust to climate change. Importantly, Cheung et al. (2013)
emphasize that the mechanistic model used in this study
includes assumptions and simplifications that could be
improved by a better understanding of physiology, such as the
capacity for phenotypic plasticity to buffer the effects of environmental change (Seebacher et al., 2015).

Physiology, demography and
multivariate species distribution
models
Integrating multiple approaches and perspectives is advocated
as a means to identify habitats and species at risk from a rapidly changing climate most accurately (Cooke and O’Connor,
2010; Dawson et al., 2011). Among climate change-associated
local extinctions examined by Cahill et al. (2013), proximate
causes were determined to be a mix of thermal limitations on
activity time, shifting relationships between temperature and
precipitation, physiological traits and species interactions.
Multivariate approaches that can account for changes in
physiological performance and the interaction of physiology
with demography are likely to be required to model species
distributions most accurately and infer extinction risks associated with climate change (Fefferman and Romero, 2013;
Cooke, 2014). Mechanistic models are poised to link the environment with demography and physiology by incorporating
environmental effects on demographic variables such as climate-dependent dispersal, sex ratio and fecundity (Adolph
and Porter, 1996; Crozier and Dwyer, 2006; Buckley et al.,
2010). The abundance of a species at a particular location is a
function of birth, death and migration rates, with persistence
occurring at locations in space and time where birth and
immigration exceed death and emigration. Physiological traits
play an important demographic role by influencing survival
and reproduction in a given set of environmental conditions
(Chown et al., 2010); nonetheless, demonstrating how physiology influences the balance between births, deaths and
migration remains an important knowledge gap in the field of
conservation physiology (Cooke, 2014).
The importance of considering the both demography and
physiology when modelling species distributions and extinction risk is highlighted in a study of the impact of climate
change on two species of commercially exploited abalone,
Haliotis rubra and Haliotis laevigata. Earlier work on these
species using correlative modelling suggested that the
Australian abalone industry could potentially benefit from
climate change. The correlative model implied that warming
sea surface temperatures would increase gonad developmental
rate and accelerate the development of larvae, leading to
greater reproductive output (Grubert and Ritar, 2004).
However, when a mechanistic model that accounted for thermal constraints on physiology (i.e. growth and fertility) and
demography (i.e. recruitment and mortality) was applied to the
same two species, climate change was expected to reduce abalone ranges, rather than increase them as previously forecast
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feeding and prolongs periods of on-shore fasting. A bioenergetic model used to estimate how long a bear can survive on
its energy stores before death by starvation indicates that
polar bears incur a major metabolic cost as a function of
warming. The model predicts that only 3% of bears are
expected to die of starvation with a fasting period of 120
days, typical for the 1980′s. However, early sea ice melt has
increased the fasting period by ∼7 days per decade since the
1980s (Stirling and Parkinson, 2006), and when the fasting
period is extended to 180 days, the number of polar bears
predicted to die of starvation increases to 28%. The authors
suggest that this type of mechanistic model will more accurately predict changes in polar bear survival because, unlike
correlative approaches, mechanistic models can be formulated
independent of environmental conditions. Broad application
of this model will assist conservation by identifying particularly vulnerable polar bear populations.
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(Fig. 4; Fordham et al., 2013). Discrepancy arises in part directly contributing to the sustainability of the abalone
because the present-day distributions of these species are industry.
influenced not only by climate, but also by patterns of human
exploitation. Including demographic information helps to
account for the effect of anthropogenic harvests on meta- Challenges facing mechanistic
population dynamics, which along with the inclusion of phys- modelling
iological data, is thought to provide a more reliable prediction
of future distribution.
Mechanistic modelling is thought to be more robust when
extrapolating species distributions into novel climates (Elith
Disparate predictions between correlative and mechanistic
et al., 2010), can provide causal explanations for changes
models have obvious consequences for conservation planning.
range shifts (Kearney and Porter, 2009) and is appropriate for
Correlative models predicting range expansions and populathe majority of management questions (Cuddington et al.,
tion growth provide little incentive for protecting the valuable
2013). However, broadening the use of mechanistic models
Australian abalone industry against climate change. In conwill be challenging.
trast, range contractions and population declines predicted by
mechanistic models parameterized with physiological and
A major uncertainty in using physiology to predict climate
demographic information support interventions that ensure change outcomes is the rate at which physiological data can
the long-term stability of abalone fisheries. Analyses of the be collected, that is, can the necessary information be acquired
abalone industry in Australia acknowledge that current for a sufficient number of species before climate has already
understanding is mainly on whole-animal effects of environ- shifted (Schindler and Hilborn, 2015)? The underlying reason
mental stresses, and very little is known regarding the mecha- that correlative models are favoured in climate change consernistic basis of abalone vulnerability to climate change vation is that predictions can be generated quickly for a large
(Morash and Alter, 2015). More broadly, the abalone case number of organisms, thus allowing time for conservation
study shows that integration of both physiology and demog- interventions. To protect biodiversity, rather than individual
raphy into a modelling framework is highly relevant to con- species, physiologists will need to acquire relevant physiologiservation of species in a changing climate. Much like cal data rapidly in many more species or develop methods that
mechanistic models that include physiological parameters, use physiological data collected in one species to predict the
application of more sophisticated models that include demo- response in another. The concept of phylogenetic niche congraphic indices are presently limited by sparse data (Thuiller servatism, that closely related species are likely to possess
et al., 2013). This knowledge gap again presents an opportu- similar niche requirements (Wiens et al., 2009), may provide
nity for physiologists to work more closely with modellers, a means to extrapolate physiological or demographic data
population biologists and aquaculturists to generate data collected in one species to model responses in closely related
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Figure 4: Forecast change in spatial abundance between 2015 and 2100 for the abalone Haliotis rubra and Haliotis laevigata using either
correlative models or mechanistic models parameterized with demographic variables. Adapted from Fordham et al. (2013).
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Truly integrated approaches to modelling species distribution will simultaneously consider both physiological traits and
demography (Ehrlén and Morris, 2015). However, most
demographic models relate climate to abundance at a given
locality, whereas both mechanistic and correlative species distribution models predict changes in geographical distribution
(Thomas et al., 2004; Moritz et al., 2008). Those interested in
modelling responses to climate change must therefore decide
which biological response, abundance or distribution, is most
relevant to conservation. Abundance and area of occupancy
are not necessarily correlated (Fordham et al., 2013), and
changes in abundance have been predicted as more ecologically important than shifts in geographical distribution
(Ehrlén and Morris, 2015). Increasing or decreasing population sizes may have cascading ecological effects long before a
species is extirpated from a particular region. For example,
predicting changes in the abundance of commercially harvested species may be more important than identifying climatically suitable regions for these species in the future, given
that their economic value is tied to abundance (Bell et al.,
2013).
Issues of scale have also been prominent in hindering the
application of physiological information to conservation
(Cooke et al., 2014). Owing to limits in the resolution of bioclimatic data, many models rely on coarse-scale measurements
to define the environmental characteristics of habitats, such as
mean annual temperature and precipitation (Hijmans and
Graham, 2006; Sears et al., 2011). Nonetheless, organismal
performance and fitness are typically influenced by finer-scale
variation in the biotic and abiotic environment (Helmuth
et al., 2014). Striking differences between air temperature and
organism body temperature in many ectotherms exemplifies
the sometimes broad capacity to modulate habitat use through
behaviour and the over-simplicity of models that assume
equivalence between air and body temperature in ectotherms.
A recent meta-analysis reports that most ectotherms are inca-

pable of surviving in open habitats through physiological
thermal tolerance alone, and thus, must have access to thermal refugia to survive (Sunday et al., 2014). For example,
84% of reptiles have heat tolerance limits that are lower than
the highest operative temperatures in the sun and must therefore rely on thermoregulatory behaviours, such as moving
into shaded habitats or burrows, to avoid heat death at the
warmest times. Collecting environmental data at the microhabitat scale is essential to accurate modelling of responses to
climate change (Hannah et al., 2014). The timing and frequency of environmental change can also strongly influence
the responses of organisms to climate change, yet these factors
are typically left unaccounted when modelling future species
distributions. Night-time and seasonally biased warming have
been shown to produce different organismal reactions when
compared with simple increases in mean temperature (Zhao
et al., 2014; Williams et al., 2015). Researchers have also
found evidence of organisms responding to the increased frequency of extreme temperature events associated with global
change rather than increases in mean temperature (Vasseur
et al., 2014). Determining what aspect of the climate is most
relevant to predicting impacts on biodiversity is another
important question that needs to be answered.
Species distribution models rarely consider ecological
interactions such as predation, competition, resource–consumer interactions, host–parasite interactions, mutualism and
facilitation, yet species interactions are among the most
important forces structuring ecological communities and are
commonly climate dependent (Gilman et al., 2010; Wisz et al.,
2013). Meta-analyses suggest that climate change influences
virtually every type of species interaction (Tylianakis et al.,
2008), and consideration of interacting species may be important for mechanistic modelling of distributions under climate
change. For example, a growing body of data demonstrates
that predation risk (i.e. the effect of the ‘fear’ of being eaten)
can elevate the metabolic rates of prey (Rovero et al., 1999;
Beckerman et al., 2007; Slos and Stoks, 2008; Miller et al.,
2014), thereby altering energy budgets. Bioenergetic models
that can account for the change in physiology caused by predation risk may be more accurate than those models that do
not consider this variable. An awareness of the importance of
biotic interactions has stimulated attempts to incorporate species interactions into distribution modelling frameworks and
will probably continue in the future (reviewed by Kissling
et al., 2012). However, much like mechanistic modelling in
general, there are limitations on the availability of species
interaction data to parameterize models with this information
across large numbers of species.
A general shortcoming of climate change assessments to
date is that few studies subsequently identify the specific
conservation action needed to overcome the threats posed
by climate change (Watson et al., 2013). As a consequence,
modellers are typically unaware of whether or how their
data are being used in conservation planning (Guisan et al.,
2013). For example, how does one protect valuable fish and
fisheries knowing that climate change may reduce suitable
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species. Should niche conservatism hold true, models of climate change impacts on a few species could be generalized to
their relatives (Buckley and Kingsolver, 2012a). However,
support for phylogenetic niche conservatism is mixed (Cooper
et al., 2011; Olalla-Tárraga et al., 2011), implying that scientists have not yet identified or appropriately quantified the
most promising predictive traits. The emerging field of functional biogeography, which considers biota as a continuous
distribution of traits and aims to link biogeographical patterns to trait diversity, may assist in the laborious process of
screening traits (morphological, physiological, phenological,
behavioural or demographic) for those predictive of geographical distribution (Violle et al., 2014). Functional trait
approaches have been rapidly developed in plants (PérezHarguindeguy et al., 2013) and are expanding in microbe
(Krause et al., 2014) and animal systems (Homburg et al.,
2014; Pey et al., 2014). Other approaches, such as semi-mechanistic community-level modelling (Mokany and Ferrier,
2011), have emerged recently in an attempt to better predict
future distributions across larger number of organisms.
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physiological information have been suggested as a means of
improving model predictions, but are presently limited in their
application because the requisite physiological data are available for a comparatively small number of species. This knowledge gap presents an opportunity to physiologists to collaborate
with modellers and conservationists to contribute more directly
to conservation policy. As stated by Cuddington et al. (2013),
the challenges of broadly applying mechanistic models to climate change conservation ‘necessitate a clear line of communication between scientists and managers in developing models
for management, and a willingness to alter strategies as models
are improved’. Highlighting this need may help to stimulate
communication and foster novel and more accurate means of
predicting climate change impacts, while advancing the field of
conservation physiology.

Summary

Adolph SC, Porter WP (1996) Growth, seasonality, and lizard life histories:
age and size at maturity. Oikos 77: 267–278.

The burgeoning field of conservation physiology aims to apply
physiological concepts, tools and knowledge to understanding
and predicting how organisms, populations and ecosystems
respond to environmental change (sensu Cooke et al., 2013).
The emergence of conservation physiology attests that researchers and stakeholders are aware that physiology is of relevance
to conservation (Cooke et al., 2013, 2014; Coristine et al.,
2014; Lennox and Cooke, 2014), yet despite this overtone,
there is little evidence for physiological data being considered in
conservation decision-making (Cooke and O’Connor, 2010;
Cooke, 2014). Accurate modelling tools are needed to supply
managers and stakeholders with potential species distributions
and community structure in response to changing environmental conditions and are major pieces of evidence in conservation
planning (Thuiller et al., 2013). However, the accuracy of models currently used in climate change conservation has been
widely challenged (Perretti et al., 2013; Schindler and Hilborn
2015), and new approaches to determining climate change sensitivity are needed. Mechanistic models parameterized with
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